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Disclaimer and Notice

Introduction to Combustible Dust Safety

This presentation was prepared by Obex Risk Ltd. for the account of 
Wood Pellet Association of Canada (WPAC).

Any use which a third party makes of this presentation, or any 
reliance on or decisions to be made based on it, are the responsibility 
of such third parties. Obex Risk Ltd. accepts no responsibility for 
damages, if any, suffered by any third party as a result of decisions 
made or actions based on this report.

This presentation makes no endorsements of the products, services 
or companies mentioned. Identification of a company’s technology is 
for illustrative purposes and is not endorsement.

This presentation highlights the use of ISD workshops – this is a 
service offered by Obex Risk Ltd.
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Inherently Safer Design (ISD) Overview

Inherently Safer Design in Wood Pellet Production

• ISD focusses on elimination of hazards and treatment of hazards at the source, rather than 

relying on only add-on equipment and procedures. 

• ISD is based on four principles:
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Kletz and Amyotte (2010); Rayner Brown et al. (2022)
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Hierarchy of Controls and Management of Combustible 

Dust Hazards
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ISD (Minimization): Use of sloped surfaces to reduce 

combustible dust accumulation 

Passive Engineered: Installation of flap valve

Active Engineered: Installation of chemical isolation

Administrative: Wearing of personal protective equipment 

(PPE) by personnel 

Figure 1. Hierarchy of controls for the 

management of combustible dust hazards

Effective risk reduction involves implementation of ISD, 

engineered equipment, and procedural measures 

Amyotte and Khan (2020) 



Why Apply ISD in Wood Pellet Plants?
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Kletz and Amyotte (2010); Moore, D. (2019)

• Considering ISD within process safety management (PSM) in wood pellet operations 

helps to prevent and mitigate incidents like dust fires and explosions

• Safer and more robust processes 

• Understanding key hazards and all control options

• Reducing equipment and instrumentation can decrease likelihood of human error

• Evidence indicates that ISD may make plants more economical over life cycle

• Dealing with hazards at the source can lead to reduced risk, capital cost, and 

operating cost, and requirements associated with more complex risk management 

controls.

• Companies using ISD have an advantage through continuous improvement and 

innovative risk reduction approaches



Application of ISD in Wood Processing and Results

Inherently Safer Design in Wood Pellet Production

• During recapitalization and redesign, wood products manufacturer:

• Removed unnecessary or hazardous equipment, like fans (minimization),

• Relocated hazardous equipment, like cyclones, outside and away from personnel 

(moderation), 

• Substituted equipment components (e.g., shaft) to prevent failure and ignition source 

(substitution), 

• Relocated fibre storage away from air intake screen for dryer (moderation), and

• Considered human factors – used HMI system that clearly indicates status 

(simplification).

• The result: reduced risk by addressing hazard at source and designing additional layer of 

protection

Rayner Brown et al. (2022)
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How to Incorporate ISD
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• Consider ISD during hazard analysis, incident investigation and management of change

• ISD example based-guidance

• Extensive collection developed that will be available in research report and journal article 

(open-access) on WPAC website 

• Example: Seal enclosed building spaces inaccessible to routine housekeeping to 

prevent dust accumulation (minimization)

• ISD checklist questions

• Can any hazardous equipment be relocated and moved outside or away from personnel?

• Have all unused equipment and pipe dead legs been removed?

• ISD workshops

• Similar to bow tie analysis workshops with a focus on ISD opportunities

• Identify, evaluate and prioritize ISD options
Rayner Brown et al. (2022); CCPS (2019)



Conclusion

Inherently Safer Design in Wood Pellet Production

• The explicit consideration of ISD within PSM in wood pellet operations can help reduce

risk and cost by addressing hazards at the source

• ISD is used in conjunction with other types of barriers in the hierarchy of controls and

provides another layer of protection at wood pellet plants

• ISD can be incorporated using example-based guidance, ISD checklist questions and ISD

workshops

• Resources will be available through WPAC to help support operations with the integration

of ISD
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ISD Resources
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Journal Article (Open-Access)Research Project Report Safety Share

WPAC Resources Available Soon: www.pellet.org
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